
Alberta Weightlifting Association Annual General Meeting 
August 24, 2019 
David Thompson East, Radisson Hotel Red Deer 
 
Present: Evan Taylor (x10), Jennifer Hamilton (x6), Larry Mather, Clarece Mather (x2), Jackie 
Regehr(x9), Denis Humin, Haylee Johnson, Jordan Browne, Michael Korte, Chris Lemky, 
Jeremy Ghent (x4), Lu Dong (x3), Tim McKenna, Margo McKenna, Brian Latimer, Randy Singh, 
Cole Marshall, Brennan Link, Ken Gavina, Josh Martin, Connor Fletcher 
 
 
 
1) Meeting Call to Order 

9:05am 
2) Review Past minutes 
Motion to accept past meeting minutes Denis, second Jordan Brown 
3) Executive Reports 

a) Secretary 
i) Jr/ Youth membership is down. 
ii) Motion to accept Brennan, second Evan 

b) Treasurer 
i) Switch to electronic transfer of payments, spent more on international athletes. 

Motion to accept, Brenna, Second Jeremy 
c) VP Admin 

i) Working on tracking volunteer hours more effectively. Policy and procedures are 
still being developed, coach selection and code of conduct policy, working on 
athlete funding and third party participants at competition. Casino in Q2 of 2020 
at Century Casino. Date will be given in November. Motion to accept Brennan, 
second Michael Korte. 

d) VP Tech 
i) 2 NCCP clinics with 32 participants. No Comp dev is being planned for 2020, 

however there is a clinic in Sask in October which is open to Alberta coaches. 
NCCP workshops are being streamlined through AWA, with plan of 2 per 
calendar year with additional clinics as needed. Jr Nationals committee has met 
twice, and will be applying for 2 grants for the event. 

ii) Evan asks about Comp Dev clinics in the future. No immediate plans, however 
based on numbers the AWA is open to bringing in a facilitator. Otherwise 
coaches need to go out of province. 

iii) Motion to accept Brennan, second Denis. 
e) President 

i) 9 sanctioned competitions, with many athletes showing well at National events, 
as well as winning best male team at Westerns. 2 athletes competed at Pan 
Ams, and we have 4 athletes competing at World Championships. Significant 
work is needed to be done to get to the National Body goal of 5000 members. 



Alberta will host Westerns in 2021, switching with Saskatchewan due to 
Westerns proximity to Jr Nationals in 2020. 

ii) Motion to accept Ken, second Jordan 
  
New Business 
4) 2020 Junior Nationals Update  

i) Update on process, venue has been secured at Ross Shep, on January 18. Ross 
Shep venue booking has been taken over by City of Edmonton, which means booking will need 
to be done well in advance. Mayfield Double-Tree has been booked for the event. 
Sub-committees have been organized, and equipment that was needed was purchased to 
supplement current inventory. Gerry Fox is currently looking at competition platforms for the 
event. T Shirts and logo have been organized, currently in process of ordering medals. Event 
will be single platform. Note on athlete qualification, last year was Class 4, and will likely be 
increased.  

ii) Evan asks whether it will be a Youth/ Junior event. Only Junior event. 
iii) Clarece reminds everyone the event is bilingual. 
iv) Ken brings up advertisement and that this is something that they will be pushing 

heavily for this event in order to get higher attendance.  
v) The event will have Guy Cormier assisting in promoting the event. Full streaming 

services will be available for the event. Vendors and health service providers will be attending 
the event as well. 

vi) Larry asks about admission charge for the event. Grants (City of Edmonton Investing 
Grant 4k, Alberta Sport Connection Grant 10k) being applied for will be used to offset the loss of 
revenue from admission charges. Apparel will be on sale for parents and spectators as well. 
Evan asks about donations/ GoFundMe. This has not been discussed, however there are 
discussions regarding sponsorships for the event (one contract being negotiated is a water 
company). Larry advises that under AGLC rules we are able to run a 50/50 or Bingos. Denis 
brings up stretching volunteers thin, which is something we will need to be mindful of. 

vii) If there are any other ideas please reach out to Ken or Brennan about them. 
 

5) Provincial calendar  
i) Thanksgiving is Oct 14, move to October 5. Jeremy brings up that moving Valhalla up, 

then we would need to move OPF in 2020. Traditionally we have avoided competition on long 
weekends due to lack of volunteers. Clarece brings up that historically we didnt worry about Stat 
holidays. Josh brings up wanting to have a buffer before Jr Provincials as its the only qualifier 
for Jr Worlds. Brennan doesnt believe athletes will enter Valhalla and then enter OPF just to 
compete, as the reason for moving OPF was Jrs, and Valhalla will be for Srs. Location plays a 
impact as well. 

ii) Jr Provincials is in Calgary this year. Steps have been taken to secure venue for it. 
Valhalla will host it. Qualification 

iii) Lu brings up whether Valhalla should be Open. Clarace says we are not meeting the 
definition of “open”, and because Valhalla is a qualifying event it should not be Open. Lu brings 
up that having an event that is sanctioned and open doesnt make sense, and that brand new 



lifters should not be at these events, due time and resources needed for the event. Wait list was 
long hurting lifters looking to qualify, Josh brings up the soft registration open as a way to fix 
that. Lu reiterates that first time lifters should be at club competitions. Brennan brings up that its 
a structured system in place to get athletes competing. Lu is simply saying we don't need to 
have some of these competitions sanctioned which leads to less volunteer requirement and 
strain on TOs. Lack of technical officials is a huge issue within the association due to travel in 
the winter. Clarece advises we have enough officials, but the number of events and travel is the 
issue. Ken thinks the big issue with how club competitions are being controlled, and we arent 
set up to control it this year, but working our way there. Not all club competitions have sent 
documentation in to Ken to approval. Discussion around how sanctioned and open is defined.  

iv) Lu thinks AWA should be deciding qualification standards, rather than club, as club is 
looking for its own plans, rather than AWA priorities. Larry says he sets the standard he does for 
Hokkaido is so he doesnt have to spend all day at the event. Evan doesnt think we should be 
limiting opportunities to new athletes to compete. Lu expresses concern about policy being 
created and not thinking about the consequences of the people who have to execute on it. 

v) Brennan brings up that there is a consequence either way, if we reduce the athlete 
cap we lose revenue. Ken brings up issue that its consistently the same volunteers at each 
competition, and we need to look at how we will enforce the volunteer policy. Jeremy asks about 
how the distinction of TO and set up/ take down is, and whether we need to look at separating 
that volunteer time. Brennan explains that when a club takes ownership of a meet they are 
responsible for set up, take down and loading. Michael brings up if its an association problem or 
if volunteers are not doing what they're supposed to do. 

vi) Brennan presents putting the club competitions on the calendar so all athletes know 
and we can drop down the registration cap for sanctioned meets. Larry says that often times PP 
club meets are not done with enough notice to get on the calendar. Jen brings up that how with 
her club being small, they arent able to host a club competition, so they depend on the open 
competitions. 

vii) Chris asks if we can put multiple competitions together over one weekend, such as 
putting Jr and Sr provincials together over the same weekend. Ken brings up qualification 
timeline for national events, but also costs for officials and venues, but something to look at. 
Cole brings up the complaint changes to driving late and whole weekend taken up. Clarece 
brings up that a survey was done, 50% of officials said they would rather have the whole 
weekend once every 3 months. Lu circles back about how the original point was to make some 
competitions unsanctioned which takes the burden off higher level TOs, would also make higher 
level athletes compete against each other. Josh is fine making Valhalla unsanctioned as a dry 
run to see how it goes. Ken proposes have 2 qualifiers for Jr Nationals, making Valhalla 
unsanctioned, however Jordan brings up that with the short notice its not fair to some 
athletes.Lu says we can have them as guest lifters on a case by case basis. Ken proposes 
unsanctioning 2 events, Farm Strong and OPF 2020 will be unsanctioned, per Evan and Jeremy 
Peak Power, Hokkaido, Valhalla will be sanctioned in addition to Jr and Sr Provincials.  

viii) Ken motions to change Farm Strong Open 2020 and OPF Open 2020 to an 
unsanctioned event: motion passes. 



ix) Clarece asks if Peak Power will be an event again, and if we need it? As no 
representatives are not here from Peak, we will monitor situation, will be marked as tentative.  

x) Qualification for Jr Provincials, Evan expresses concern about lack of competitions for 
Jr lifters and whether we should put a qualification standard on it. Lu asks if Jr Provincials is the 
place to shore up Jr competitions. Jeremy thinks this is an issue were are years down the road. 
Real issue is a place for Jr/ Youth to feel comfortable competing.  Jr Provincials we keep Open, 
with next year exploring the idea of specific competitions for Jrs and limiting Jr Provincials. 
Clarece brings up that there are some rules on how much you need to lift before you can 
compete. Have Jr Provincial qualification standard as the minimum per TCRR. 

xi) Sr Provincials will be at Evolve North. Class 1 male, Class 1 Female. Jeremy to ask 
Kevin, Tentative OPF. 

xii) Jr Training camp was in Edmonton. AGLC did not approve the funds from Casino 
account. Farm Strong hosting. 

xiii) Alberta hosting Jr Nationals 
xiv) Larry says Hokkaido is Class 1 and Class 2. Location TBD. 
xv) Gordan Kay proposed in Calgary. TO hosted 2019. Host TBD. Lu mentioned 

numbers are growing and we could have an issue going forward. Gordon Kay qualifier is any 
previous competition experience. 

xvi) Tentative OPF Westerns Training Camp 
xvii) Farm Strong location TBD 
xviii) High Schools to be confirmed. Still required to be Edmonton and area students. 

Jeremy has been working with public school officials in Calgary to try to look at integrating into 
their current plans. 

xvix) Look at Sr Nationals training camp in Saville. Tentative Farm Strong 
xx) Unsanctioned OPF September 5. Open 
xxi) Brennan motions to accept changes to 2019/2020 calendar. Second by Jordan 
 
 

6) New Website Construction 
i) Looking into new website plans.  Tim mentioned Esportsdesk can host the website. 

7) Recognition of Volunteer Staff 
i) Number of volunteer staff. Thank you to Brennan, Josh, Cole, Ken, and Connor, 

Andrew Pretty, Elizabeth Potter, Clarece Mather, Tim and Margo McKenna, Kevin Zimmerman, 
Renee, Nick Pawliuk, Carrie Holestead, Evan Taylor, Amy Moolyk, Gerry Fox, Danny Schultz, 
Hannah Gray, Donald Anderson, Lu Dong. 

ii) Brennan asks for nominations for Assistant Equipment Manager to help out Gerry Fox. 
Email to be sent to membership. 
8) Policy Update  

a) Coaching Selection - Danny Schultz 
i) Evan brings up unaffiliated athletes being included in coaching selection criteria, 

and should be a member of the club in order to declare a coach. Cole expresses 
issues with barrier to entry, and how does the AWA police how much time the 



coach has spent developing an athlete. In a situation where an athlete is blatantly 
abusing the system the executive would deal with that on a case by case basis. 

b) Policy Update: Volunteer policy 
i) Casino shifts are required for funded athletes. Lu brings up administering 

volunteer policy on an athlete level and on a club level. Unaffiliated athletes 
would be covered under athlete requirement, with clubs having their own 
volunteer hour requirement. Look at upping hours per athlete, or tier system. 
Look at amend the volunteer policy. Have procedure for tracking hours with the 
competition director. Look at moving to volunteer credit system, needs to be 
further discussion to sort out how this would be weighted, or have athletes on 
national team members put in specific volunteer spots. Denis brings up a portal 
or a way for athletes to self report their hours, concern about abuse with an 
honour system. Amend policy to differentiate casino shift from regular volunteer 
hours. 

9) Other 
a) Motion to approve auditors Coyle and Company to stay as current bookkeepers/ 

auditors. Passed 
b) Coaches Committee 

i) Nominees are Brian Latimer, Kevin Zimmerman, Charles Mather, Danny Schultz, 
Josh Martin. Membership approves. 

10) Elections 
   A) President 

Michael Korte has been nominated and accepted. Brennan will not run again. 
Michael Korte is by acclimation elected. Motion by Ken, Second by Clarece.  
Brennan will be removed from signing authority. 

   B) VP Admin 
 Larry Mather nominates Josh Martin, Josh accepts. 

Josh Martin is by acclimation, elected. Motion by Michael Korte, second by Lu 
 
   C) Secretary  

Cole Marshall nominates Connor Fletcher, Connor accepts 
Voted by acclimation. Motion by Jordan, second Ken. 

11) Adjournment  
Motion to adjourn bu Brennan, second by Evan. 12:17PM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Alberta Weightlifting Association 
Secretary Report 
 
As Secretary my primary responsibility is to communicate information to membership and 
maintain meeting records. This year the Executive held 8 meetings, with all meeting minutes 
being available on the AWA website. 
 
Membership statistics ending May 31, 2019 

 2017/2018 2018/2019 % Change 

Youth 47 34 -28% 

Junior 49 38 -22% 

Senior 260 264 8% 

Total 334 336 1% 

 
As Secretary I also oversee the AWA social media pages. The AWA Facebook page has 
approximately 1000 followers, and the Instagram page has approximately 570 followers. Thank 
you to Kevin Zimmerman and Andrew Pretty for taking the lead on Facebook and Instagram 
respectively. 
 
The Alberta Weightlifting Association has 8 registered clubs: 
 

1) Power Plus Weightlifting  
2) Olympic Power and Fitness 
3) Peak Power 
4) Valhalla 
5) Mac Strength 
6) Moolyk Strength and Conditioning  
7) Athabasca Weightlifting 
8) Farm Strong Athletics 

Several other unaffiliated clubs have expressed interest in becoming affiliated, and are in the 
process of doing so. 
 
As the membership numbers above show, it will be important going forward to place an 
emphasis on Junior and Youth athletes and discuss ways of keeping them involved in the sport 
long term. 
 
Regards, 



 
Connor Fletcher 
 
Treasurer's Report 
Cole Marshall 
 

Current Cash Position 
As of August 23, 2019 

 
Account Balance 

General Account $53,668.13 
Servus 1 Year Redeemable GIC $5,352.21 

Credit Union General Shares $897.22 
Casino Account $14,853.56 

Credit Union Casino Shares $929.23 
 

 
 

Budget 



 
 
 
 
ALBERTA WEIGHTLIFTING ASSOCIATION 2019 AGM 

VICE PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION REPORT  

Josh Martin 

As VP Admin it is my duty to submit travel expenses for competitions, organize 
the Casino, and develop the Policy and Procedures manual. 

Volunteer support at competitions seems to continue to be an issue for some 
clubs, as well as recruitment of new Technical Officials.  It seems that our tracking 
methods for volunteering are getting better.  Setting expectations for athletes to 
volunteer at competitions is always a challenge, and that starts with the coaches 
of clubs.  The low number of affiliated clubs could explain the challenge in 
developing TO’s as well as maintaining expectations of volunteering. 



Developing the Policy and Procedures manual is an ongoing process.  Current 
policies in progress are for Funding for Athletes, and Funding for Coaches. 
Essentially, we develop policy on an ad hoc basis.  I think we need a 
comprehensive guide for hosting competitions, and club competitions.  The guide 
should be accessible on the website as a resource for our province.  

We have Casino coming up this next year, and I have confirmed the Century 
Casino as our location for the April, May, June Quarter.  We will receive 
notification of when the Casino is in November, where I will begin the process of 
organizing our volunteers.  I’d like to give precedence to our national and 
international athletes for first pick of volunteer slots to help accommodate them 
better as they benefit more directly from Casino funds. 

In close, it is exciting to see that we are sending four athletes to Worlds, as well as 
hosting Junior Nationals.  As much as we have to work on, it’s important to also 
focus on our successes as a province. 

 

-Josh Martin 

 
 
 

ALBERTA WEIGHTLIFTING ASSOCIATION  

2019 PRESIDENTS REPORT 

 Brennan Link 

 

 
During this competition season, the AWA has had 9 sanctioned competitions among Westerns, 

Junior and Senior Nationals. A highlight of the year was winning the mens’ team title at the 

Western Canadian Championships along with many national level medals. For Westerns, we 

sent 9 men and 9 women resulting in two full A teams for men and women. We had 7 gold and 

7 silver medals. 



We had 14 athletes (6 women and 8 men) attend Junior Nationals which is the largest team we 

have ever sent and an increase by 2 from last year. This is always an important developmental 

experience for our juniors and we won 1 gold and 2 silver medals at this competition. Prior to 

the competition, a successful Junior training camp was organized and solidified competition 

expectations, goals and it increased the familiarity of the athletes and coaches. 

We had 15 athletes attend Senior nationals this year (7 women and 9 men) and increased by 3 

from last year. Alberta earned 1 gold, 2 silver and 3 bronze medals.  

The AWA had two athletes compete internationally: 

W 65 kg Nadia Yangui ranked 8th at the Pan American Championships in Guatemala. 

W 55 kg Hannah Maminski ranked 11th at the Pan American Championships in Guatemala. 

Matt Lee, Ryan Meidl and Haylee Johnson will be going to the Senior Worlds in Thailand. 

The number of athletes competing at all levels has continued to increase and we are seeing 

more athletes hitting the national and international standards as well as achieving higher 

rankings.  

 

Nationally 

There has been a slight increase in national members over the past year. The registration 

reported on May 17, 2019 was similar as compared with 2937 the past year. SIgnificant 

member is required to try to move toward our goal of 5,000 members. We need to be diligent 

in increasing our membership numbers nationally to reach this goal.  

The 2020 senior nationals will be in Kelowna, British Columbia and the 2020 junior nationals will 

be in Edmonton, Alberta at Ross Sheppard High School. The 2020 Western Canadians will be in 

Saskatchewan or Manitoba. Alberta has switched years with Saskatchewan or Manitoba and we 

will be resuming order in 2021. The trade was made to provide relief from holding Junior 

Nationals in close proximity to hosting a Western Canadian Championships. With both these 

national events happening in Western Canada, it may drastically affect the amount of medals or 

rankings that the western provinces may achieve. 

The CWF Executive remains the same after the National AGM elections with the following: 

Craig Walker, president (Paul Barrett stepped down from 16 years of President) 

Richard Mason, vice-president administration  

Vacant, secretary-treasurer  

Don MacNeill, vice-president technical  

 



Issues and Ongoing Challenges  

New weight classes have been determined by the IWF and will be used for future competitions 

within the AWA, Canada and internationally (Olympics with same classes but some removed). 

There are 10 weight classes for each gender as seen below: 

Women (10): 45, 49, 55, 59, 64, 71, 76, 81, 87, +87 kg 

Men (10): 55, 61, 67, 73, 81, 89, 96, 102, 109, +109 kg 

Qualifying totals for Junior and Senior Nationals are in the attached document.  

We continue to have our competitions well attended and have decreased our number of 

competitors for our meets by 19 spots this year to 378. We need to continue to discuss ways to 

encourage club meets to promote junior and new lifters and also, qualifying standards for our 

meets to further increase these numbers.  

We continue to use Esportsdesk membership system has been a positive step for us and will 

make the registration for memberships and competitions easier for our members and 

membership chair. It has been a valuable tool for statistics on membership and membership 

revenue. We have also introduced it as the registration means for NCCP coaching courses. 

See  the attachment for the President’s 2019 National AGM Report. 

 

Sincerely, 

Brennan Link 

 
 

ALBERTA WEIGHTLIFTING ASSOCIATION 

2018 - 2019 ANNUAL REPORT 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESENTED AT THE 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE 
CWFHC 

La Prairie, Quebec 

MAY 17, 2019 
 

Administration 
The executive for the AWA includes:  
Brennan Link (President) 
Josh Martin (VP Administration) 
Ken Gavina (VP Technical) 
Connor Fletcher (Secretary) 
Cole Marshall (Treasurer) 
 
Funding  
The AWA’s principal source of funding is through the Alberta Liquor and Gaming 
Commission’s AWA casino dates which we provide volunteers for. This occurs 
approximately every two years. The last casino dates were June 14-15, 2018 and the 
next casino dates are to be determined. The use of these funds are mainly for 



athlete/coach/officials’ funding to competitions, competition hosting and other related 
expenses. Other sources of income include competition and membership entry fees. 
The largest expenses for the AWA budget are athlete funding and competitions. We 
continue to remain in a good financial position.  
 
2018 - 2019 Membership – 336 total paid memberships 
 

 2016/2017 Total 2017/2018 Total 2018/2019 Total % Change from last 
year 

Youth 34 47 34 -28 % 

Junior 40 49 38 -22 % 

Senior  260 244 264 +8 % 

Total 334 340 336 -1 % 
 
We have seen a slight decrease in our total membership from last year by 4 members. 
There is a decrease in Youth/Junior membership by -28%/-22% and an increase of 
Senior members by 8%. We continue to use an online based membership system, 
Esportsdesk, which is easier for members to buy memberships, register for 
competitions, pay for apparel and for our secretary to track those statistics. 
 
Membership Fees: Senior - $75, Junior - Free, Youth - Free 
 
Juniors and youth are free for them to offset the cost of competition. If they aren’t 
required to pay the membership free, they are inclined to participate in more 
competitions. This cost structure is approved by our membership but still under 
evaluation. 
 
Competition Fees: Senior - $75, Junior - $75, Youth - $75 
 
 
 
Registered Clubs 

1. Athabasca Weightlifting - Athabasca 
2. Farm Strong Athletics - Edmonton 
3. Mac Strength – Calgary 
4. Moolyk Strength and Conditioning - Edmonton 
5. Olympic Power and Fitness - Edmonton 
6. Peak Power - Calgary 
7. Power Plus – Edmonton 
8. Valhalla Weightlifting – Calgary 



 
Provincial Competition Participation Summary 2018 - 2019 
 

Date Competition Location 2017/2018 
Athletes 

2018/2019 
Athletes 

October 13, 2018 Valhalla Open Calgary 60 60 

November 10, 2018 Junior Provincials Edmonton 36 33 

December 8, 2018 Senior Provincials Calgary 54 32 

January 26, 2019 Hokkaido Cup Edmonton 40 29 

February 9, 2019 
Gordon Kay 

Masters Calgary 
23 47 

March 23, 2019 Peak Power Open Calgary 60 55 

April 13, 2019 Farmstrong Open Edmonton 37 40 

April 17, 2019 
High Schools 

Championships Edmonton 
39 34 

September 7, 2019 
OPF Open Edmonton 

48 Not yet occurred. 
(48*) 

  TOTAL 397 378* 

 
 
From October 2018 to the end of September 7 2019, we will have held 9 sanctioned 
competitions and 6 during the qualifying period for nationals. The total number of lifters 
competing this year will be 378* if the 2019 OPF competition September 7 is status quo 
at 48*. This will be a decrease of 19 lifters from the previous year. 5 out of 9 
competitions are open competitions and 4 have qualifying standards to ensure our top 
athletes are able to qualify for further competitions. 
 
The AWA had 16 athletes compete at the 2019 Junior Nationals which is an increase 
from the 12 athletes in 2018. AWA had 16 athletes qualify for the 2018 Senior National 
Championships this year which is an increase from the 14 athletes in 2018. 
 
 
Communications  
The Alberta Weightlifting Association’s primary methods of communication are the AWA 
website albertaweightlifting.com and the AWA Facebook page. In 2017, we launched an 
AWA Instagram account to spotlight competitions and athletes. When possible, we live 
stream our competitions on the AWA Facebook page. 
 



Technical Officials 
Many technical Officials were committed to our provincial events as well as Jr. 
Nationals, Westerns, Ogopogo and Sr. Nationals. The number of provincial events held 
is demanding for the officials and highlights the demand to train additional officials for 
these events. Training is ongoing. 
 
One of AWA’s Officials tested for the level 1 certification, however, was not successful. 
There were various levels of newer Officials that tested and were successful at 
obtaining introductory Officials certification. 
 
NCCP Coaching 
 

 
NCCP Course # Courses Fee/Participant Total 

Participation 
Total Gross 

Profit 

Competition 
Introduction 

2 $350 32 $11,200 

Competition 
Development 

0  0 $0 

 
 
AWA Annual General Meeting 
The AWA held their last AGM on September 8, 2018. The next AGM will be held August 
24, 2019. 
 
Competition Calendar 2018 - 2019 (Draft) 
 

Date Competition Location Host 
Club/Province 

October 5, 2019 Valhalla Open Calgary Valhalla 

October 26, 2019 Junior Provincials Edmonton TBD 

November 16, 2019 Senior Provincials Calgary TBD 

January 18, 2020 Junior Nationals Edmonton AWA 

January 25, 2020 Hokkaido Cup Edmonton Power Plus 

February 8, 2020 Gordon Kay Masters TBD TBD 

March 7, 2020 Peak Power Open Calgary Peak Power 

April 4, 2020 Farmstrong Open Edmonton Farmstrong 



April 18, 2020 High Schools Championships TBD AWA/High Schools 

September 5, 2020 OPF Open Edmonton OPF 

 
The AWA competition calendar is currently under review and is not finalized.  

 
Issues, Concerns and Observations 
 

1. Switching Westerns with another province for 2020. 
2. Following the 20/20 kg rule. 
3. CWF playback cameras for 2020 Junior Nationals 

 
 

 


